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Abstract. The collision velocities and collision frequencies of
Hilda asteroids have been investigated numerically. The collision probabilities and collision velocities have been determined
from a data base of close encounters, obtained by numerical integrations of the orbits of 909 asteroids for 55 000 years. The integration included all known main-belt, Cybele, Hilda, and Trojan
objects larger than 50 km in diameter. The mean collision probability is lower for Hilda asteroids than for main-belt, Cybele and
Trojan asteroids. Out of ten collisions involving a Hilda object,
about seven are with main-belt objects, and the other three collisions are evenly distributed among the three outer-belt groups.
The collision probabilities of individual Hilda asteroids have a
strong correlation with the eccentricity of their orbits, resulting
in a wide range (about a factor of six) of collision probabilities
among the Hilda objects. The mean collision velocity of the
Hilda asteroids is 4.6 km s−1 , which is 0.5 km s−1 lower than
the average for main-belt objects. The mean collision velocity
of individual Hilda objects range from 3.3 to 6.0 km s−1 .
Key words: asteroids

1. Introduction
Objects in the asteroid belt collide with each other due to the
simple fact that they have elliptic orbits. Collisions of asteroids
is believed to be an essential process behind the physical parameters of asteroids that we observe today, such as rotational
properties, shapes, surface morphologies, and size distribution.
Collision velocities and impact rates are also key factors to determine the lifetime of asteroids. In this paper, which is the third in
a series about Hilda asteroids, their collisional properties will be
investigated. See Dahlgren & Lagerkvist (1995), and Dahlgren
et al. (1997) for the previous papers.
The first contributions to our understanding of collision velocities and impact rates in the main-belt have been made by
Öpik (1951) and Wetherill (1967). Later studies by Farinella
& Davis (1992) and Bottke et al. (1994) also used Wetherill’s theory, which only needs the values of semi-major axes,
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eccentricities and inclinations of two objects to calculate the
collision velocities and impact rate between them. Wetherill’s
theory was refined by Bottke et al. (1994) by also including
the relative probability of all possible collision geometries between each asteroid pair, which earlier was assumed to be equal
for all geometries. A different approach was taken by Vedder
(1996) using a purely statistical method to derive the collisional
properties of asteroids.
The collisional properties of the Trojan asteroids were studied by Marzari et al. (1996), performing numerical integrations
of Trojan orbits, and analysing the close encounter data obtained
during the numerical integration. They also included Hilda asteroids in their study because their orbits may intersect the orbits
of Trojan asteroids.
The collisional properties of the Hilda asteroids have as yet
not been studied as they were not included in the main-belt
studies mentioned above. In the study by Marzari et al. (1996)
main-belt objects were not included and therefore their results
concerning the collision probabilities of the Hilda asteroids are
of minor importance. Since the orbits of Hilda asteroids intersect
orbits of both main-belt and Trojan asteroids, objects from the
whole asteroid belt have to be accounted for to correctly investigate the collisional properties of Hilda asteroids. The aim of
this paper is to determine the collisional properties of the Hilda
population since these quantities are crucial when trying to improve our understanding of the rotational properties, shapes,
and lifetimes of the Hilda asteroids. Extrapolating the collision
probabilities and collision velocities from the main-belt studies
or using the incomplete results from the Trojan study can lead
to serious errors.
To study the collisional properties of the Hilda asteroids the
equations of motion for a representative population of asteroids,
from the inner parts of the main-belt to the Trojan clouds, have
been numerically integrated and close encounters occurring between the asteroids have been detected. The close encounter data
will be analysed to infer collision velocities and collision probabilities of objects in the asteroid belt. The analysis relies on the
assumptions that there are no significant differences between
the close encounter data and the objects that actually collide.
The advantage of the numerical method used in this study,
compared to Wetherill’s, is that the close encounter data will
give accurate result even when the angular orbital elements of
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the asteroids have non-random distributions or couplings between them. This is the case for Hilda and Trojan asteroids due
to their residence in the 3:2 and 1:1 mean motion resonances
with Jupiter. Ideally, the integrations should be carried out for a
sufficiently long time span so that any temporary fluctuations in
the osculating elements will be averaged out. In this study the
numerical integrations were carried out for 55 000 years which
is about equal to the longest period in the osculating elements
of the Hilda asteroids. This is likely to average out any temporary fluctuations in the derived collisional properties due to
the ad hoc starting time of the numerical integrations (see also
Farinella & Davis 1992; Marzari et al. 1996).
In the analysis the asteroid population has been divided
into four groups: main-belt, Cybele, Hilda and Trojan asteroids. The four groups gave ten ‘collisional populations’, namely:
main-belt–main-belt (MM), Cybele–Cybele (CC), Hilda–Hilda
(HH), L4 Trojan–L4 Trojan (TT4 ), L5 Trojan–L5 Trojan (TT5 ),
Cybele–main-belt (CM), Hilda–Cybele (HC), Hilda–main-belt
(HM), Hilda–L4 Trojan (HT4 ), and Hilda–L5 Trojan (HT5 ).
These populations will be analysed separately, but the results
will be discussed with emphasis on the Hilda asteroids since
they are the primary concern of this paper. In the discussion
of the collision velocities and collision probabilities the Trojan
clouds have been treated as one unit, giving the Trojan–Trojan
(TT) and the Hilda-Trojan (HT) collisional populations. Note
that in the case of collision probabilities it has been taken into
account that the Trojan clouds are two separate populations.
2. Asteroid sample and calculations
In an ideal case the asteroid sample should include all asteroids
there is down to a relevant size limit. For instance, to obtain a
complete picture of the collision properties of asteroids larger
than 50 km in diameter, all asteroids larger than ∼ 1 km (or even
smaller) should be included in the sample. This ideal case is,
however, for several reasons not obtainable. The number of asteroids larger then 1 km is not known, but is certainly to large to
be handled easily computationally. To overcome this problem a
representative sample of asteroids should be selected down to a
size where the sample is reasonably complete and large enough
that most types of orbits are represted in the sample. When these
criteria are satisfied the collision probabilities and collision velocities determined should be close to the ‘real’ values obtained
with a much larger population. This assumes that there are no
significant differences between the orbits of the used population and the real population down to smaller sizes. Whether or
not this is a valid assumption is difficult to assess, but it is a
reasonable assumption to use.
In order to obtain a population as free as possible from observational biases, and representative of asteroids even in the
outer-belt groups, all asteroids with D ≥ 50 km were included
in the asteroid sample. Most certainly, only a few asteroids with
D ≥ 50 km are still not discovered in the main-belt to Hilda region of the asteroid belt. (Cellino et al. 1991; Farinella & Davis
1992; Lagerkvist et al. 1996). In the Trojan region, however,
there may be up to a factor of two more asteroids with D ≥
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Table 1. Orbital parameters for the asteroid sample. The number of
objects N , range in semi-major axis a, mean and 1-σ of eccentricity e
and inclination i are given for the four groups.

main-belt
Cybeles
Hildas
Trojans
a
b

N

a
AU

hei

hii
deg

680
46
40a
143b

2.20 - 3.26
3.33 - 3.77
3.87 - 4.01
5.08 - 5.33

0.14 ± 0.07
0.10 ± 0.05
0.16 ± 0.05
0.08 ± 0.05

10.8 ± 6.1
10.4 ± 6.4
6.8 ± 4.1
16.5 ± 8.3

273 Thule with a = 4.28 AU is included
76 are in the L4 cloud and 67 in the L5 cloud.

50 km than presently known (C.-I. Lagerkvist, private communication). The orbital elements are from Bowell (1997) and,
when available, the asteroid diameters were taken from IRAS
data (Tedesco & Veeder 1992). The diameters for asteroids with
no IRAS diameter was estimated from the absolute magnitude
H (Bowell et al. 1989) by assigning asteroids with a semi-major
axis a ≤ 2.7 AU an albedo pv = 0.15, representative of S-type
albedos, and when a ≥ 2.7 AU, the albedos were set to pv =
0.04 to mimic typical albedos of C-type surfaces. The change
in pv was made to approximate the compositional change with
heliocentric distance seen in the asteroid belt. Tests showed that
the obtained population is not sensitive to the exact value of
pv or the limit in semi-major axis. An asteroid sample of 909
asteroids was obtained (see Table 1 for details of their orbital
properties).
The equations of motion of the 909 asteroids were numerically integrated with the RADAU integrator (Everhart 1985) and
with Jupiter and Saturn as perturbing planets. For each integration time step (set to 3 days) the distance between all asteroids
(and planets) were computed. When the distance between two
asteroids was less than 0.03 AU the position and velocity vectors
for both asteroids were saved. However, for reasons explained
below, only encounters with separation ≤ 0.02 AU were used in
the analysis. The recorded close encounters have to be further
processed to calculate the final values of the position and velocity vectors at the (true) minimum distance of each encounter.
A more accurate minimum distance was searched for in the
time interval ± 1.5 days, with a time step of 10 minutes with
keplerian orbits of the two objects to obtain the final position
and velocity vectors. The close encounter data will be biased
towards low-velocity-deep encounters because the time spent
by two asteroids within 0.03 AU from each other have an increasing probability to be less than the integration time step for
high-velocity-shallow encounters. Therefore a significant part
of these encounters will be lost. To get statistically unbiased
close encounter data only encounters with distance ≤ 0.02 AU
will be used in the analysis. Together with the time step of the
numerical integration (3 days), this ensures that close encounters with relative velocities ≤ 26 km s−1 will be detected. This
velocity is high enough to ensure that all close encounters occurring with the used asteroid sample will detected.
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Table 2. The obtained mean, median, rms collision velocities, standard
deviations, and number of close encounters for the populations and
groups shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Collisional
hV i
Vmedian
Vrms
σ
population (km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 )
MM
CC
HH
TT
CM
HC
HM
HT

N

5.28
4.39
3.09
5.20
4.89
4.12
4.78
4.59

4.97
3.96
2.92
4.93
4.53
3.87
4.55
4.35

5.78
4.90
3.43
5.84
5.38
4.50
5.10
4.90

2.36
2.17
1.47
2.67
2.26
1.81
1.78
1.71

352715
1372
889
14838
22842
1364
8333
663

5.24
4.82
4.56
5.17

4.93
4.46
4.33
4.89

5.74
5.31
4.91
5.80

2.35
2.24
1.82
2.64

383890
25578
11249
15101

Group
main-belt
Cybeles
Hildas
Trojans

Fig. 1. Histograms of collision velocities for the different populations:
MM) main-belt–main-belt, CC) Cybele–Cybele, HH) Hilda–Hilda,
TT) Trojan–Trojan, CM) Cybele–main-belt, HC) Hilda–Cybele, HM)
Hilda–main-belt, and HT) Hilda–Trojan collisions (see also Table 2).
The bin size is 0.5 km s−1 .

3. Collision velocities
From the obtained data base of close encounters, histograms of
the collision velocities for the eight collision populations are
shown in Fig. 1, and their mean, median and rms collision velocities are given in Table 2. Some general conclusions can be
drawn from these histograms. There is a large spread in the collision velocities, from 1 to 15 km s−1 . The high velocity tails
and sharp cut-off at low velocities gives a clear non-Gaussian
shape of the velocity distributions. There are also very narrow
peaks in the velocity distributions probably from specific asteroid pairs making series of encounters at similar geometries
(these are smoothed out by the binning in the histograms in
Fig. 1). Considering the wide range in semi-major axes of the
objects, the mean velocities are quite similar, ranging from 4.1
to 5.3 km s−1 in the different collisional populations, with one
exception, HH collisions which have hV i = 3.1 km s−1 . The
velocity distribution of TT collisions have a less pronounced
and broader peak than the other populations. The MM distribution have mean, median and rms velocities of 5.28, 4.97, and
5.78 km s−1 , which is remarkably similar to the result by Bottke
et al. (1994) in their Fig. 7, (5.29, 5.03, and 5.79 km s−1 ).
As mentioned above only mutual collisions among the Hilda
asteroids have a significantly lower mean velocity. As pointed
out by Marzari et al. (1996) there are three main reasons for this:

i) lower keplerian velocities at larger semi-major axes. ii) quite
low eccentricities and inclinations of Hilda asteroids (Table 1).
iii) a non-random distribution of the apsidal lines of the Hilda
orbits preventing collisions between two Hilda asteroids if one
is close to aphelion and the other is close to perihelion, which is
the orbital configuration giving the largest relative velocity. The
corresponding hV i for HH collisions in the study by Marzari et
al. (1996) is 2.9 km s−1 .
The mean collision velocity for HM is about
0.4 km s−1 lower than in MM collisions. This difference
is quite small because the Hilda asteroids plunge into the outer
parts of the main-belt when they approach their perihelia (i.e.,
at their highest orbital velocity), and will collide with main-belt
objects having higher keplerian velocities. The mean velocity
of HC collisions is about 1.1 km s−1 lower than MM collisions,
mainly due to lower keplerian velocities of the objects in the
Cybele and Hilda groups.
The mean collision velocity of Trojan asteroids are similar
to the main-belt value, despite the lower keplerian velocities at
the heliocentric distance of the Trojan clouds. This is fully compensated by a higher mean inclination of the Trojan asteroids
compared to main-belt objects (Table 1). The collision velocities of the Trojan asteroids is likely to increase when the Trojan
sample is complete, due to the discovery bias against high inclination Trojan asteroids. This bias arises from from the observing
strategy applied by most surveys (i.e., they only search for objects relatively close to the ecliptic plane). This is consistent with
our result, which is about 0.2 km s−1 higher than the result by
Marzari et al. (1996) which used a smaller sample (114 Trojans)
which had a smaller mean inclination (hii = 15.5◦ ) compared to
the sample used in this paper hii = 16.5◦ . The collision velocity
distributions of the four groups (Fig. 2 and Table 2) are similar
to the dominating collision population in each group, (i.e., MM,
CM, HM, and TT collisions for main-belt, Cybele, Hilda, and
Trojan asteroids, respectively).

Fraction of encounters
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0.1

0.1

main−belt

0.08
0.06

0.06

4. Collision probabilities

0.04

0.04

0.02

0.02

With the number of close encounters recorded for each population (given in Table 2), we can obtain a first glimpse of the relative importance of the different populations to the total collision
probability of the Hilda asteroids. Collisions experienced by
Hilda asteroids are dominated by HM collisions (74%), whereas
the low velocity HH collisions only contribute 7% to the number of collisions involving Hilda asteroids. Similar contributions
come from the HC and HT collisions, which add respectively,
10% and 7% to the number of collisions involving Hilda objects.
The results for the other groups show that the Trojan asteroids
collide with themselves (in their respective two clouds) and to a
small extent (5%) with Hilda asteroids. Collisions involving objects from the Cybele group are mostly from the MC collisions
(91%) with small contributions from CC (5%) and HC (4%)
populations. Collisions involving main-belt objects have small
contributions from the CH (5%) and the HM (2%) populations
added to their total number of collisions.

0

0
0

Fraction of encounters

from earlier investigation (Farinella & Davis 1992; Bottke et al.
1994; Marzari et al. 1996).

Cybeles

0.08
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Trojans
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the obtained collision velocities for main-belt,
Cybele, Hilda and Trojan asteroids. The bin size is 0.5 km s−1 .

4.1. Intrinsic collision probability
Table 3. The obtained collision velocity components Vx , Vy , and Vz
of the populations. The mean and standard deviations of the relative
velocity components are given.
h| Vx |i h| Vy |i h| Vz |i
σVx
σVy
σVz
(km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 ) (km s−1 )
MM
CC
HH
TT
CM
HC
HM
HT

1.87
1.08
1.21
0.86
1.57
1.67
2.08
1.41

1.87
1.10
1.22
0.76
1.55
1.64
2.12
1.46

3.86
3.78
1.97
4.97
3.83
2.81
3.04
3.70

1.42
1.41
1.69
1.10
1.98
2.01
2.46
1.55

1.42
1.43
1.74
0.98
1.97
1.99
2.38
1.64

4.65
4.46
2.42
5.65
4.60
3.47
3.71
4.27

3.1. Velocity components of the collisions
The Cartesian velocity components (Vx , Vy , Vz ) of the collisions
are given in Table 3, which lists the mean velocities and the standard deviations for the populations. The hVz i components (i.e.,
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane) are 1.5–5.0 times larger than
the corresponding hVx i and hVy i components. The populations
involving Hilda asteroids (HH, HM, HC, and HT) have hVz i /
hVx i in the lower part of this range, from hVz i / hVx i = 1.5 for
HH collisions to hVz i / hVx i = 2.2 for HT collisions. This is
due to the low mean inclinations of Hilda asteroids (hii = 7◦ )
giving a more isotropic distribution of the velocity components
than in the other groups. This leads to the conclusion that the
inclinations of the orbits to a large extent determine the relative
velocities in the asteroid belt, which is consistent with the result

To obtain more quantitative results the close encounter data have
been used to calculate the intrinsic collision probability Pi between objects (Wetherill 1967). The intrinsic collision probability describes the probability for collision between two objects,
and Pi is the probability of collision between two objects with
r1 + r2 = 1 km, where r1 and r2 are their respective radii. The
intrinsic collision probability is only dependent on the orbital
elements of the two objects, and when two orbits do not intersect
the intrinsic collision probability is zero.
The number of close encounters N within a specific distance
R to an object is expected to be a function of the form N ∝ R2 ,
because the cross section of a close encounter is πR2 . To verify
this the number of close encounters as a function of distance
were calculated for some of the asteroids, and the best fitting
N ∝ R2 function were determined. The results for three Hilda
asteroids are given in Fig. 3. The encounter data of these Hilda
objects were selected to validate that the N ∝ R2 approximation is acceptable for wide ranges in N , orbital eccentricity and
inclination of the objects.
Using the N ∝ R2 dependence, where N is the number of close encounters within a specific distance (in this case
R = 0.02 AU), the intrinsic collision probability of an object is
Pi =

N
np T R 2

(1)

where T is the time interval used to obtain N close encounters,
and np is the number of possible collision pairs in the interaction population(s). In the case of the MM, CC, HH, TT4 , and
TT5 populations, each object is a possible target for all the other
n − 1 objects in the population, giving np = n(n − 1)/2 possible pairs. In the case of the other collisional populations (CM,
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Table 4. Mean intrinsic collision probability hPi i for the collisional
populations and for the main-belt, Cybele, Hilda, and Trojan groups.

80

1256 Normannia

N

60
40

hPi i
10−18 km−2 yr−1

20
0
0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.01

0.015

0.02

400

N

1877 Marsden
200

0
0

0.005

600

2483 Guinevere

N

400
200
0
0

0.005

0.01
R (AU)

0.015

MM
CC
HH
TT
CM
HC
HM
HT

3.10 ± 0.02
2.69 ± 0.10
2.31 ± 0.10
5.94 ± 0.10
1.48 ± 0.07
1.51 ± 0.06
0.62 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.06

main-belt
Cybeles
Hildas
Trojans

2.87 ± 0.03
1.53 ± 0.01
0.68 ± 0.03
3.86 ± 0.10

0.02

Fig. 3. Number of encounter as a function of distance for three Hilda
asteroids and the best fitting N ∝ R2 functions.

HM, HC, and HT) the number of possible pairs is np = n1 n2
where n1 and n2 are the number of objects in the respective
population. When calculating the Pi for objects with respect to
all interacting populations the number of pairs were calculated
as np = nint + next where nint = n1 (n1 − 1)/2 is the numPk
ber of internal pairs and next = i=2 n1 ni is the number of
external pairs between the k − 1 interacting populations. Since
Pi is the collision probability per cross section unit (km−2 ) of
the object, the total collision probability of an object can be obtained by multiplying with the actual cross section of the object
in question.
The intrinsic collision probability of each object has been
calculated with Eq. 1, and the resulting mean intrinsic collision
probability hPi i of the different populations are given in Table 4,
where the given dispersions are the standard error of the mean.
Also the calculated hPi i for the main-belt, Cybele, Hilda, and
Trojan groups are given in Table 4.
Among the collisional populations involving Hilda asteroids, the highest hPi i was found for HH collisions. However,
the small Hilda population results in a small contribution to the
total collision probability of Hilda asteroids. The determined
hPi i of HH collisions is 14% lower than the value obtained by
Marzari et al. (1996). This difference can be due to the different (larger) Hilda population which has slightly different orbital
parameters used by Marzari and co-workers. However, a more
plausible explanation comes from the fact that their numerical
integrations were carried out for about 1.1× 104 years, thereby
not allowing the longest period in the osculating orbital eccentricity of the Hilda orbits to complete a whole cycle. This can
give a biased hPi i since the collision probability of the Hilda
objects varies with time as the shape of their orbits varies with
time (around a stable mean value).

Table 5. Mean collision probability hPH i for the collisional populations involving Hilda asteroids, and for the main-belt, Cybele, Hilda,
and Trojan groups.
hPH i
10−18 km−2 yr−1
HH
HC
HM
HT

1.13 ± 0.05
1.82 ± 0.08
11.1 ± 0.67
0.89 ± 0.12

main-belt
Cybeles
Hildas
Trojans

56.4 ± 0.41
27.6 ± 1.13
16.0 ± 0.83
11.0 ± 0.34

The hPi i for HM collisions are much lower than for HH
collisions, this is mainly due to that HM collisions only are
possible when Hilda asteroids are close to their perihelia. An
even lower hPi i was found for HT collisions, this is because the
collisions can only occur during the small fraction of the orbit
when Hilda objects are close to one of the Trojan clouds. The
hPi i of HT collisions is not affected by the incomplete Trojan
population, due to the normalisation (np ) of Pi . The hPi i found
for HC collisions is relatively high, reflecting that objects from
the two populations can collide during large fractions of their
orbits.
The obtained hPi i for MM collisions are higher than the
main-belt value hPi i = 2.86 ×10−18 km−2 yr−1 obtained by
Bottke et al. (1994). The difference is probably due to the different ‘main-belt’ used by Bottke and co-workers, they also
included Cybele asteroids in their main-belt. Therefore a more
reasonable comparison can be made with the result for the mainbelt group, which also includes collisions from objects in the
Cybele and Hilda populations, but excludes CC collisions. The
obtained hPi i for the HT and TT populations are also consistent
with the mean values obtained by Marzari et al. (1996).
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Fig. 4. Histograms of collision probabilities PH for the 39 Hilda asteroids versus different populations: HH) Hilda–Hilda, HM) Hilda–
main-belt, HC) Hilda–Cybele, and HT) Hilda–Trojan collisions.

4.2. Collision probabilities of Hilda asteroids
Due to the normalisation of the intrinsic collision probabilities,
the relative importance of the entries in Table 4 are not obvious,
since hPi i is the collision probability per object in the different
populations. In order to obtain a better view of the importance
of the collisional populations involving Hilda objects, the following collision probability was derived
PH =

N
nH T R 2

(2)

where nH is the number of Hilda objects. However, this normalisation is dependent on the numbers of objects in the main-belt,
Cybele, Hilda and Trojan groups. When extrapolating the results down to smaller sizes (D < 50 km), PH will change if the
relative numbers of objects in the groups are different down to
the considered size. This dependence of PH is also discussed
below in connection to the incomplete Trojan sample. The distributions of PH for the 39 Hilda objects with their interacting
populations (HH, HM, HC, and HT) are given in Fig. 4, and
mean values are listed in Table 5. The dominating contribution
from HM collisions is evident, while the contributions from the
HH, HC, and HT populations are quite equal, and about a factor ten smaller then the HM collisions. The PH distributions of
HH and HM are quite narrow, indicating similar collision probabilities between most Hilda and Cybele objects, whereas HT
collisions have a wide range of collision probabilities. However,
the very low PH of HT collisions found for some of the Hilda
asteroids are based on few encounters and should be interpreted
with some caution.

2

2.5

3

3.5
4
4.5
Semi−major axis (AU)

5

5.5

Fig. 5. Collision probability PH versus average semi-major axis during time T for main-belt (?), Cybele (.), Hilda (◦), and Trojan (/)
asteroids. Note that PH for the Trojan asteroids are lower limits due to
undiscovered objects with D ≥ 50 km.

The collision probabilities PH of the 909 asteroids included
in the asteroid sample versus their semi-major axis are given
in Fig. 5. The main-belt objects (?) have PH approximately
between 40–85 ×10−18 km−2 yr−1 with peak values at about
2.6 AU, and decreasing towards the inner and outer parts of
the main-belt. The Cybele asteroids (.) have decreasing PH
through the group, ranging from about 45 at 3.3 AU down to
10 ×10−18 km−2 yr−1 at 3.6 AU. The Hilda asteroids (◦) at 4.0
AU have PH from about 3 to 30 ×10−18 km−2 yr−1 . At 5.2 AU
the Trojan asteroids have PH from 2 to 20 ×10−18 km−2 yr−1 .
The mean values and standard error of PH for the main-belt,
Cybele, Hilda, and Trojan groups are listed in Table 5. There is
considerable scatter around hPH i for individual objects in the
populations, therefore hPH i of the population is a bad approximation for most individual objects.
The mean collision probability hPH i for Hilda asteroids is
about 3.5 times lower than for objects in the main-belt, and about
2 times lower than in the Cybele population. The determined
hPH i of the Trojan asteroids are somewhat lower than for the
Hilda asteroids, however, PH of the Trojan asteroids are lower
limits due to undiscovered Trojan asteroids with D ≥ 50 km.
Increasing the population of Trojan asteroids larger than 50 km
with ∼ 15% will make hPH i for the Trojan and Hilda populations about equal. But as noted above the Trojan population may
be incomplete by as much as a factor of two. This will increase
the collision probabilities among the Trojans up to about a factor of six. This makes is very likely that the Hilda asteroids have
the lowest collision probabilities of the asteroids considered in
this paper. The main reason for the low hPH i of the Hilda as-
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Fig. 6. Collision probability PH (in units of 10−18 km−2 yr−1 ) versus
mean eccentricity (upper panel), and versus mean collision velocity
(lower panel) for 39 Hilda asteroids.

teroids are that they are in ‘void regions’ during a large part of
their orbit, out of reach for both main-belt and Trojan asteroids.
Most objects in the main-belt and Trojan clouds can however,
collide with objects anywhere in their orbits.
5. Collisional properties of individual Hilda asteroids
The collision probability of the Hilda asteroids are dominated
by HM collisions that only occurs when they are relatively close
to their perihelia. Depending on the individual eccentricities of
the Hilda asteroids they will reach unequally deep into the mainbelt. The deeper into the main-belt the Hilda asteroids can reach
they will increase their probability of encountering a main-belt
asteroid for two reasons. The Hilda orbit will cross the orbits
of a larger fraction of main-belt objects, and the Hilda asteroid
will be in the ‘main-belt space’ during a larger fraction of its
orbit.
Schubart (1982) showed that the eccentricity of individual
Hilda objects oscillates around a fixed mean value for at least
105 years. An extension of Schubart’s study has been made
(unpublished) with a numerical integration taking into account
perturbations from Venus to Neptune. The results showed that
the Hilda orbits are stable for at least 2×106 years. Also Franklin
et al. (1993) concluded that the orbits of Hilda asteroids seem
to be stable during the history of the Solar System.
The stability of the mean eccentricity gives the expectation
that there will be a strong correlation between mean eccentricity
and collision probability for Hilda objects. This is also indicated
by the wide range of PH among the Hilda asteroids seen in Fig. 5.
This is verified in Fig. 6, which shows a very strong correlation between the mean eccentricity during time T and the collision probability (correlation coefficient r = 0.90). The scatter
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Fig. 7. Collision velocity distributions for four Hilda asteroids:
190 Ismene, 1256 Normannia, 1877 Marsden and 2483 Guinevere. The
areas under the histograms are proportional to the collision probability
PH (and Pi ) of the objects. The figures are shown to the same scale to
facilitate comparison between the objects. The bin size is 0.5 km s−1 .

in the eccentricity-PH correlation is due to objects with higher
or lower inclinations than average. Somewhat surprisingly the
range in PH among the Hilda asteroids is almost a factor of six
when including the two low eccentricity objects (334 Chicago
and 1256 Normannia), but the range reduces to a factor of three
when excluding these two objects. Note that the eccentricity-PH
correlation is not due to the increased orbital velocity close to
perihelia of objects with higher eccentricity.
Fig. 6 (lower panel) gives the mean relative velocity versus
PH for the Hilda asteroids. The mean velocities range from 3.3 to
6.0 km s−1 , and a tentative correlation between PH and hV i is
indicated in the data (r = 0.46), because larger eccentricities
result in both higher collision velocities and higher collision
probabilities. The PH plotted in Fig. 6, together with the obtained mean, median, rms, collision velocities and the standard
deviations of the velocity distributions are given in Table 6.
To illustrate the scatter of collision properties of the Hilda
population, the distribution of collision velocities of four Hilda
asteroids are given in Fig. 7. The areas under the histograms
are proportional to the collision probability PH (and Pi ) of the
objects. In the velocity distribution of 190 Ismene, 3% of the
encounters have a very low velocity, V ∼ 0.3 km s−1 . All these
encounters are with the Hilda asteroid 2246 Bowell. This shows
that due to the similar shapes of Hilda orbits the relative velocity
between two objects can be very low at an encounter, or at a
series of encounters. This gives a low velocity tail in the velocity
distributions for some of the Hilda asteroids, which is also seen
in the velocity distribution of HH collisions in Fig. 1.
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Table 6. Collision probabilities PH for the 39 Hilda asteroids obtained with 909 asteroids with D ≥ 50 km, together with mean, median, and
rms collision velocities of the Hilda objects. Also the standard deviations of the collision velocities are given. The intrinsic collision probabilities
for the Hilda objects can be calculated with Pi = 39/909 × PH .
Hilda asteroid
153 Hilda
190 Ismene
334 Chicago
361 Bononia
499 Venusia
748 Simeisa
958 Asplinda
1162 Larissa
1180 Rita
1202 Marina
1212 Francette
1256 Normannia
1268 Libya
1269 Rollandia
1345 Potomac
1439 Vogtia
1512 Oulu
1529 Oterma
1578 Kirkwood
1746 Brouwer
1748 Mauderli
1754 Cunningham
1877 Marsden
1902 Shaposnikov
1911 Schubart
2067 Aksnes
2246 Bowell
2312 Duboshin
2483 Guinevere
2760 Kacha
3134 Kostinsky
3577 Putilin
3694 Sharon
3843 OISCA
3990 Heimdal
4317 Garibaldi
5603 Rausudake
5661 Hildebrand
1994 VC7

PH
(10−18 km−2 yr−1 )

hV i
(km s−1 )

Vmedian
(km s−1 )

Vrms
(km s−1 )

σ
(km s−1 )

17.0 ± 0.7
16.1 ± 0.7
6.3 ± 0.5
20.5 ± 0.7
24.5 ± 0.7
14.9 ± 0.7
15.2 ± 0.7
14.7 ± 0.7
16.1 ± 0.7
12.6 ± 0.5
15.6 ± 0.7
3.5 ± 0.2
13.1 ± 0.5
13.5 ± 0.7
19.8 ± 0.7
17.9 ± 0.7
18.6 ± 0.7
12.4 ± 0.5
26.6 ± 0.9
10.7 ± 0.5
19.3 ± 0.7
15.4 ± 0.7
15.6 ± 0.7
14.9 ± 0.7
22.6 ± 0.7
19.8 ± 0.7
15.4 ± 0.7
9.3 ± 0.5
28.7 ± 0.9
15.2 ± 0.7
17.0 ± 0.7
18.8 ± 0.7
10.3 ± 0.5
11.2 ± 0.5
15.4 ± 0.7
21.4 ± 0.7
11.0 ± 0.5
17.2 ± 0.7
13.3 ± 0.7

4.52
4.11
3.25
5.12
4.30
4.05
4.19
3.47
4.09
3.73
5.97
3.39
3.77
3.47
5.19
4.24
4.56
4.20
4.28
4.30
4.06
4.93
5.97
5.06
4.27
3.89
4.77
3.52
4.98
5.20
4.66
4.33
3.87
3.63
4.77
4.97
3.94
5.65
5.28

4.21
3.95
2.93
4.91
4.22
4.02
4.00
3.25
4.08
3.58
5.79
3.16
3.58
3.17
5.01
4.12
4.50
4.02
4.25
3.97
3.75
4.77
5.79
4.96
4.19
3.62
4.54
3.16
4.79
5.02
4.39
4.09
3.66
3.39
4.54
4.88
3.71
5.54
5.05

4.86
4.48
3.53
5.47
4.61
4.37
4.50
3.79
4.41
4.08
6.38
3.63
4.04
3.76
5.56
4.52
4.87
4.55
4.58
4.65
4.40
5.28
6.38
5.34
4.56
4.22
5.15
3.86
5.29
5.59
4.99
4.58
4.16
3.97
5.15
5.27
4.24
6.05
5.55

1.79
1.80
1.38
1.93
1.65
1.63
1.66
1.53
1.64
1.65
2.25
1.30
1.47
1.45
2.00
1.56
1.69
1.75
1.63
1.77
1.71
1.87
2.25
1.70
1.62
1.62
1.94
1.59
1.79
2.06
1.79
1.51
1.52
1.62
1.94
1.76
1.56
2.16
1.73

The great difference in collisional probability among
the Hilda asteroids are illustrated by 1256 Normannia and
2483 Guinevere, which has the lowest and highest PH , respectively. The spread in collision velocities among the Hilda population are illustrated by 1256 Normannia (hV i = 3.39 km s−1 )
and the high inclination object 1877 Marsden (i=17◦ ), which
have the highest mean collision velocity (hV i = 6.0 km s−1 ),
and a high velocity tail reaching velocities of about 14 km s−1 .

6. Conclusions
The collision probabilities and collision velocities of the asteroid belt have been derived and analysed with emphasis on
the Hilda asteroids. Good agreement is found (where comparisons are possible) between results obtained in this study and
the results of earlier studies of main-belt and Trojan asteroids
by Bottke et al. (1994) and Marzari et al. (1996). The analysis of the collision properties of Hilda asteroids have given the
following new results:
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i) Out of ten collisions experienced by a Hilda asteroid,
approximately seven of these are with main-belt objects, and the
remaining three collisions are about equally distributed between
objects in the Cybele, Hilda, and Trojan groups.
ii) The mean collision probabilities are lower for Hilda asteroids than for any other group of asteroids (i.e., the main-belt,
Cybele and Trojan groups), indicating that the Hilda asteroids
are less collisionally evolved than other groups of asteroids.
Since not all Trojan asteroids with D ≥ 50 km are discovered
at this time, the frequency of collisions between Hilda and Trojan asteroids is underestimated. However, this will not alter the
conclusion above because of the small relative importance of
HT collisions.
iii) The range of collision probabilities for individual objects
in the Hilda group is about a factor of six. This is larger than
the range found in the main-belt and Cybele groups, and is
comparable to the spread in collision probabilities among the
Trojan asteroids.
iv) There is a strong correlation of collision probability with
eccentricity for Hilda asteroids, giving rise to the large range in
collision probabilities among Hilda objects. This is due to the
possibility of Hilda objects to encounter a larger fraction of the
objects in the main-belt when the eccentricities of their orbits are
larger. There is also a preference for Hilda asteroids with high
collision probability to have higher mean collision velocities.
This is due to that larger eccentricities results in both higher
velocities and higher collision probabilities.
v) Two of the Hilda objects, 334 Chicago and 1256 Normannia, have very low collision probabilities and collision velocities, indicating that they may be among the least collisionally
evolved objects of the 909 asteroids in the sample.
vi) The mean collision velocity of Hilda asteroids is
4.6 km s−1 , which is about 0.5 km s−1 lower than the mean velocity in the main-belt. The mean velocity for collisions among
Hilda asteroids is only 3.1 km s−1 , (confirming the result by
Marzari et al. 1996). However, these collisions contribute less
than 10% to the collision probabilities of Hilda objects. A low
velocity tail (down to V ≈ 0.3 km s−1 ) from mutual Hilda collisions is found, indicating the occurrence of very ‘soft’ collisions
between Hilda asteroids.

vii) The non-isotropic collision geometries among asteroids
found in earlier investigations, with large velocity components
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane, are confirmed. However, the
collision geometries for Hilda objects are more isotropic than
for the other groups of asteroids, due to a small inclinations of
the Hilda type orbits.
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